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Abstract
A two-sector abstract economic growth model is developed, with a separation between energy-related activities (Energy Sector) and the remaining economic processes (Non-energy Sector). The E-Sector aggregates all
processes within the economy which perform the conversion of primary exergy into useful work. It is introduced
in order to simulate the availability dynamics of energy as a factor of production and understand its importance
for growth. The two-sector model is analyzed in comparison with the standard Solow growth model, adopting
many of its simplifying assumptions. In order to perform steady-state analysis, it is shown that total technological progress can be written as purely Harrod-neutral in this framework, assuming a specific long-run growth
path for the key variables (regular growth). Several relevant stylized facts of long-run economic growth are addressed with the developed two-sector economic system, including specific exergy and useful work related trends
in economic development found in the empirical literature. This stylized facts are also empirically tested for
the Portuguese economy and compared with a more robust proposed useful work intensity stylized fact. Simple
growth accounting exercises are conducted for the Portuguese economy, with the Solow model and the two-sector
model. The explanatory power of several energy-related variables in total factor productivity and economic output growth is evaluated and discussed for the whole economy and the NE-Sector specifically. Results suggest
that energy has an important role in economic growth, and energy variables closer to the productive processes
in the economy are better suited to account for TFP and GDP variations.
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Introduction

1.1

Review of the literature

The standard neoclassical theory of economic growth
[31][32] expresses the production of goods and services
as a function of capital and labor inputs, with the major contribution to growth being attributed to an unexplained exogenous driver: total factor productivity
(TFP). Growth occurs without any energy or natural
resource inputs from outside the economy, and their
relevance to economic activity is considered only in relation to the share of direct payments to these inputs in
income allocation. The mainstream view of economic
production defines capital and labor as primary inputs,
existing at the beginning of the productive cycle and
not consumed in production (save for the depreciation
of capital). Energy and other natural-resource products
are regarded as intermediate inputs, produced through
the application of primary inputs and used up entirely
in the production processes.

Energy consumption and economic production have
risen dramatically throughout recent decades. Economic production requires energy and other resources to
be extracted and transformed in order to generate goods
and services. Advances in energy efficiency technologies have characterized industrialization and economic
development processes over the past century. Nonetheless, general economic growth theory has payed little
attention to the role of energy in promoting and enabling economic growth, disconsidering thermodynamics implications in economic production. The present
work seeks to show that energy use within the economy
is relevant to growth, particularly through the actual
work provided by energy to a final use (useful work).

Several criticisms to the neoclassical approach are
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generally invoked, specially in the field of ecological
economics [16][19][12]. The concept of strong sustainability implies that a number of services provided by
energy and natural capital cannot, even in principle,
be replaced by man-made capital or human labor [20].
Therefore, energy should be regarded as an essential input to economic production. In contrast to a closed
perpetual motion system, the economy should be described as a large materials-processing chain [6], powered by two growth engines (or feedback cycles): the
continuing decline of the real price paid for physical
resources, specially energy and power delivered to the
point of use (resource use growth engine) and the rise
in economies of scale, standardization and ”learningby-doing” (scale-cum-learning growth engine or Salter
cycle) - Figure (1). In this perspective, energy emerges
as much a driver as a limiting factor of economic development.
The traditional theory of income allocation, which
attributes a very small share of factor payments to
physical resources (specially energy), is also challenged
for being derived from over-simplifying assumptions
of a single sector model [27]. Viewing the economy
as multi-sector production chain, where downstream
value-added stages act as productivity multipliers, allows a factor receiving a small share of national income
to contribute a much larger share of aggregate production, i.e. to be much more productive [7].

Ayres and Benjamin Warr argue that energy conversion efficiency can be used as a quantitative measure
for the state of technology, either by function or in the
aggregate for the whole economy [10].
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The two-sector model developed here is inspired by the
semi-empirical endogenous growth theory proposed by
Ayres & Warr [8][9]. The economy is described as a
two-stage process with a separation between the energyrelated activities (Energy Sector, or E-Sector ) and the
remaining economic activities (Non-energy Sector, or
NE-Sector ) - Figure (2).
Energy enters the economy through the E-Sector as
primary exergy inputs from the environment, B P (t).
Here, they will be converted into useful work, B U (t),
in function of the physical capital invested in this sector, K E (t). A constant fraction of this useful work
(0 < γ < 1) will be used as a factor of production
for the NE-Sector, while the rest will be directly consumed by households, government, and NPISH1 , C E (t).
The NE-Sector will use the outputs of the E-Sector not
attributed to direct consumption, as well as its own capital inputs, K N E (t), and labor inputs, L(t), to produce
non-energy related consumption goods, C N E (t), and investment for both sectors, I(t), through a neoclassical
production function Y N E (t)2 . It is assumed that this
is a closed economy, running in continuous time, and
populated only by consumers (households, government
and NPISH) and firms. Total GDP is the sum of the
NE-Sector output and the monetary value of final direct
useful work consumption: Y = Y N E + C E .

2.1

Energy Sector

The E-Sector introduced in this framework differs from
the usual conceptions of an energy sector found in general economic models and accounts.
The E-Sector aggregates every single process that
performs the conversion of primary exergy (extracted
from the environment) into actual useful work performed. Any device, machine, or process that performs
this conversion (final-use devices) is included in this ESector. Therefore, such goods as appliances or vehicles,
used by firms or households, are part of the E-Sector,
and their production is redefined as investment in the
form of energy capital, K E . This will be a crucial assumption of this model.
The generation of a useful work supply from natural
resource exergy involves transformation and conversion
losses. Transformation losses depend on the efficiency of
the energy transformation sector (D ). These transfor-

Figure 1: Resource use (1) and scale-cum-learning (2)
growth engines.

The neoclassical perspective is also critisized for failing to ground economic activity in the physical limits imposed by the laws of thermodynamics [28]. Energy conservation and higher entropy will constrain the
limits to which energy and materials can be reutilized.
Among other factors affecting the link between energy
and growth are the various mechanisms through which
energy use and efficiency can affect TFP [13]. Robert
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are defined in energy units (Joule). Labor inputs can be measured in terms of number of individuals or hours worked.
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Figure 2: Diagram for the two-sector model of the economy.

mations take place within the energy industries. Conversion losses refer to the efficiency of end-use devices
that convert final exergy into some form of useful work
(A ). A second-law efficiency for each exergy consuming
process is estimated as:  = D · A . This efficiency is
assumed to be a function of the E-Sector’s technological
capacity AE .
Primary exergy and capital inputs are taken to be
perfect complements of each other. This is a reasonable assumption since they must be consumed together
to satisfy E-Sector demand. Capital K E is inherently
scarce, but no such assumption is made on B P , which
is taken as a free good. The two variables can then be
assumed to be proportional and E-Sector useful work
output can be written as an AK production function,
depending only on the technical level of the E-Sector
and the physical capital invested in it:

Equation (2) verifies the neoclassical production
function proprieties of constant returns to scale (and
Euler’s theorem), positive and diminishing marginal
products, essentiality of production factors and Inada
conditions. The technological capacity of the NE-Sector
AN E is assumed to be labor-augmenting and exogenously given. A fraction 0 < s < 1, corresponding
to the saving rate, of NE-Sector output is allocated to
total investment I (with (1−s) corresponding to C N E ).
Of this total investment, a fraction 0 < σ < 1 is allocated to I N E and the remaining fraction is allocated
to I E . Both types of investment add to the respective
sector-specific capital stocks K N E and K E , which depreciate at distinct rates δ N E and δ E . Labor inputs L
are related to exponential constant population growth.
The two-sector model introduced can be described by
the following dynamical system of equations:

B U = F E [AE K E ] = AE K E ;




K̇ N E = σ · sF N E K N E , γF E (AE K E ), AN E L − δN E K N E ;












K̇ E = (1 − σ) · sF N E K N E , γF E (AE K E ), AN E L − δE K E ;






L̇ = n · L;








ȦE = G(AE );







 NE
Ȧ
= H(AN E );
(3)

(1)

A constant fraction of B U is used in the productive processes of the NE-Sector (γB U ). The remaining
fraction (1−γ) is directly consumed by households, government and NPISH.

2.2

Non-energy Sector

The NE-Sector is defined by a neoclassical production
function which uses physical capital, labor and useful
work inputs (given by (1)) as rival factors of production
in order to generate consumption goods and services, as
well as investment for both economic sectors.


Y N E = F N E K N E , γAE K E , AN E L ;

The functional forms for the technological coefficients AN E and AE are unknown, but assumed to depend on the current values of these coefficients. In practice, technological change can be a mixture of different
factor augmenting techniques [1], and can be expressed
as a vector valued index:

(2)


A(t) = AE (t), AN E (t) ;
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(4)

2.3

which is purely Harrod-neutral. The growth rate of AL
is the difference between the growth rates of NE-Sector
output and labor inputs:

Uzawa’s steady state theorem

The dynamical system in (3) is too general to perform growth analysis. A balanced growth path where
the laws of motion for the economy are represented by
differential equations with well defined steady states
simplifies the analysis immensely. However, balanced
growth is not compatible with every configuration
for technological progress in a neoclassical framework.
Uzawa’s steady-state growth theorem [33] shows that
although all forms of technical change look equally plausible ex ante, balanced growth requires total technological progress to be purely labor-augmenting (or Harrodneutral) [24].
Within the two-sector framework developed here, a
more general proof based on this theorem [29][1] will
be extended to a more general regularity concept than
that of exponential growth - regular growth [18]. The
purpose is to show that the production function (2)
can be written with purely labor-augmenting technical
progress and that a balanced growth path is possible for
the proposed model. Regular growth describes a family of growth paths indexed by a damping coefficient
ω, with exponential growth and stagnation as limiting
cases:
x(t) = x0 (1 + µωt)1/ω , µ, ω ≥ 0;

ȦL (t)
= gY N E (t) − gL (t) = λ(t);
AL (t)

The demonstration above only exploits asymptotic
paths and regular growth definitions, the constant returns to scale nature of neoclassical production functions and resource contraints. Its results implies that
a balanced growth path can be considered for the proposed model.

2.4
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Steady-state equilibrium and comparative statics

Knowing that total technological progress may be written in a purely labor augmenting form, and expressing
the key variables of the two-sector model in terms of
a normalized, effective labor units AL L, the dynamical
system in (3) can be simplified as:

(5)



NE

= σ · s · f N E kN E , γkE − (δN E + n + λ) kN E ;
k̇



In the context of the two-sector model proposed,
each of the sector-specific key variables3 is assumed to
follow an asymptotic path similar to (5), with distinct
parameters µ and ω. It is then possible to show that, in
order for the total aggregate variables of the two-sector
model (Y , C, K) to follow a growth path similar to (5),
they must grow at the same rate as the respective disaggregate variables (e.g. K grows at the same rate as
K E and K N E ). Direct useful work consumption is a
component of total output Y and total consumption C.
Furthermore, from the laws of motion for capital and
resource constraints in (3) it is possible to show that
total capital and total output also grow at the same
rate. That is: gY = gC = gK .
Assuming that the vector valued index (4) is normalized to unity at t = 0, NE-Sector production function
(2) can be rewritten for initial time as:

NE

(7)


k̇E = (1 − σ) · s · f N E kN E , γkE − (δE + n + λ) kE ;
(8)

From the simplified system (8) the existence and
uniqueness of a non-trivial steady-state equilibrium for
∗
∗
the two-sector model (with k N E , k E > 0) can be
demonstrated. The simplified model achieved in (8) abstracts from many features of real economies to focus on
relevant parameters. An understanding of how differences in certain parameters translate into differences in
growth rates or output levels is essential for any model
analysis. This is done through comparative statics, denoting the steady-state levels of k E , k N E and y N E as
depending on the relevant parameters - Figure (3).

#
L ;

(6)

(1 + µL ωL t) ωL
Where the only time-varying multiplier associated
with a factor of production is the quocient multiplying
by labor inputs L which will correspond to total technological progress for the whole two-sector model AL ,
3 NE-Sector output Y N E , labor L, energy and non-energy capital stocks K E and K N E , and consumption for both sectors C E and
CNE .
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Figure 3: Comparative statics obtained with the two-sector
model for the steady-state levels of non-energy and energy
∗
∗
capital per effective labor (kN E , kE ) and NE-Sector out∗
put per effective labor (y N E ).
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Condition 1 : λ = gY − gL = constant > 0;
(9)
Condition 2 : gw = gY − gL ;

The remaining of Kaldor’s facts can be verified directly from the confirmation of Kaldor’s facts 1 and 5(b)
(Kaldor’s fact 6), Kaldor’s facts 1 and 3 (Kaldor’s fact
2), and Kaldor’s facts 3 and 4 (Kaldor’s fact 5(a)).

Stylized facts

The comparative advantages of one model over another
can be set in perspective through the referencing of the
stylized facts of long-run economic growth that the respective models can explain. In that sense, the twosector model developed is used to address several classical stylized facts of long-run growth (Kaldor’s facts
[25]).
The stylized facts will be addressed considering that
the sector-specific variables of the model follow regular
growth paths, as defined before.

3.1

3.2

Useful work intensity for Portugal

Studies focused on the Portuguese economy present
a set of aggregated stylized facts, including key indicators like energy dependence or energy intensity [2].
One of the major motivations for the work developed in
this thesis were the results obtained by Serrenho et al
(2013) regarding a useful work accounting methodology
applied to Portugal between 1856 and 2009 [30]. The
most interesting result from this useful work methodology is the apparent constancy of useful work intensity
over the 154 year period in focus: Figure (5). This stability of useful work intensity (specially when compared
with exergy intensity for the same time period) suggests
a possible stylized fact for useful work consumption in
Portugal.

Kaldor’s facts

The stylized facts proposed by Nicholas Kaldor can be
summarized, and expressed in mathematical form according to the two-sector model’s variables defined before.
1. Output per worker grows at a constant rate that
does not diminish over time.
2. Capital per worker grows over time.
3. Capital per output ratio is constant.
4. The rate of return on capital is constant.
5. Capital and labor receive constant shares of total
income.
6. Real wage grows over time.

Figure 5: Exergy intensity and useful work intensity in
Portugal from 1856 to 2009.

∂
∂t

Figure 4: Interrelations between Kaldor’s facts, the proposed two-sector model (under regular path assumptions)
and the imposed external conditions.



BU
Y


=0⇔

Ḃ U
Ẏ
⇔ BU ∝ Y ;
=
BU
Y

(10)

Total output Y is the sum of NE-Sector output and
the value of direct B U consumption, C E . The monetary value attributed to B U is given by a price pB U .
The first-order growth rate of B U may be written as:

The interrelations between Kaldor’s facts and the
proposed two-sector model are represented in Figure
(4). Kaldor’s facts 3 and 4 can be verified immediatly
from two-sector model’s assumptions concerning regular growth. Kaldor’s facts 1 and 5(b) require additional
conditions imposed on the two-sector model, namely:

Ḃ U
Ċ E pB U (1 − γ) − ṗB U (1 − γ)C E
=
;
BU
pB U (1 − γ)C E
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(11)

same is not true for the third statement, concerning
capital-output ratio.

In a first approximation of the two-sector model, the
price pB U is assumed to be constant, i.e. ṗB U = 0. In
that case:
Ċ E
Ḃ U
= E;
U
B
C

The rate of return to capital is also determined using each of the available time series for capital stock.
Shares of labor and capital in total payments are obtained only from AMECO data. For both cases, there
is no statistical evidence of stability for either of these
series, and Kaldor’s statements regarding the rate of
returns to capital and factor shares cannot be empirically confirmed for Portugal - Figure (8).

(12)

Which, under the assumptions of a regular growth
path for all sector-specific variables of the two-sector
framework, is a valid statement. Thus, the stylized fact
determined by Serrenho et al (2013) and invoked in this
analysis is confirmed for the two-sector model proposed,
under regular growth paths. Future analysis will address the case of varying useful work prices.
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Finally, real wage grows when considering the overall time period between 1960 and 2012, but there are
several moments throughout this period where it stagnated (1975-1979) or decreased (1983-1985) - Figure (9).
Kaldor’s statement that real wage grows over time can
only be partially confirmed for the Portuguese economy.

Empirical analysis

This section establishes a bridge between the abstract
theoretical two-sector model developed and empirical
data concerning Portugal, between 1960 and 2012.
First, a series of classically defined statistical trends on
long-term growth are empirically tested and compared
with the proposed stylized fact on useful work intensity for the Portuguese economy. Then, application of a
growth accounting methodology aims to determine the
weight of different energy consumption variables in total
factor productivity and output growth.

4.1

Energy intensity is a proxy often used for energy efficiency. Several empirical assessment of this ratio can
be determined from energy balances and economic data.
Figure (10) represents several hypothesis for the intensities of energy consumption variables, using different
datasets - left graph. In Amador (2010) this intensity is
estimated using primary energy supply data from IEA
databases [22], for a given set of conventional energy
carriers. This set does not include energy obtained from
food and feed carriers. Using data from the IEA and
complemented by data from Henriques (2011)[21], the
primary energy intensity changes completely. Total final energy consumption intensity is determined by subtracting the use of energy in the transformation sector.
Useful work intensity as determined by Serrenho et al
(2013), using a consumer price index to obtain GDP
at real value, shows some interesting trends. However,
when determining real GDP using an appropriate GDP
price deflator, this intensity exhibits a much more stable
behavior. It is concluded from this analysis that: 1) the
energy variable closest to the economy’s productive processes (useufl work) is the most stable in terms of intensity; 2) the proposed stylized fact regarding the stability
of useful work intensity for the Portuguese economy is
empirically more robust than most of the classically defined stylized facts of long-term growth, for the same
period. This suggests that useful work is the energy
consumption variable best correlated with Portuguese
GDP in the long-term.

Empirical testing of stylized facts

Data from the Eurostat-AMECO and GGDC4
databases permits an empirial and systematical testing of each of the six statements that compose
Kaldor’s facts. The behavior of statistical economic
data is related to key events in Portuguese economic
history[26][4].
Output per worker has grown from 1960 to 2012 in
Portugal, as can be seen in Figure (6). However, contrary to Kaldor’s statement that this growth occurs at
a constant rate that does not diminish over time, what
is verified empirically is that GDP per worker growth
has been less and less pronounced over this time period.
Capital per worker and capital-output ratio figures
are determined using the net capital stock series obtained from AMECO and the net capital stock series
determined by Lains & Ferreira da Silva (2005). These
series show significant differences, particularly before
1974. The results, presented in Figure (7), conclude
that capital per worker has grown throughout the time
period studied (left graph), and capital-output ratio has
not remained stable or constant (right graph). Therefore, for the Portuguese economy, the second statement
in Kaldor’s facts can be confirmed empirically, but the
4 Groningen

4.2

National economic accounts

In order to perform growth accounting exercises considering the two-sector model framework, statistical data
must be expressed in terms of the adopted variables for
the two-sector framework proposed. The separation of

Growth & Development Center
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Figure 6: Left graph: Gross Domestic Product at 2005 prices (AMECO) per number of workers (employment, total
economy - GGDC). Right graph: Annual variation of output per worker.

Figure 7: Left graph: Net capital stock at 2005 prices (AMECO) over total employment (GGDC) versus net capital stock
(Lains) over total employment (GGDC). Right graph: Net capital stock over GDP at 2005 prices, considering net capital
stock series from AMECO and Lains (2005).

Figure 8: Left graph: Rate of return to capital determined from AMECO and Lains & Ferreira da Silva (2005) capital
stock series. Right graph: Capital and labor shares in total net income, obtained from AMECO data.
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Figure 9: Left graph: Real wage series for Portugal. Right graph: Annual variation of the real wage between 1960 and
2012.

Figure 10: Left graph: Primary and final energy/exergy intensities using data from the IEA and Henriques (2011). Right
graph: Useful work intensity determined from Serrenho et al (2013) useful work data and GDP converted to real values
using a consumer price index and a price deflator.
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investment I N E (e.g. Construction) and E-Sector
investment I E (e.g. Transport equipment).

the economic system in two distinct sectors and the redefinition of certain types of final-use devices (usually
considered as consumption goods) as capital investment
in the E-Sector forces one to rethink total consumption
and investment expenditure as:

Ĉ = C N E + C E < C;





(13)
Iˆ = I N E + I E > I;





Ĉ + Iˆ = C + I;

Summing all the components obtained from NA private/government final consumption and investment expenditure decomposition and aggregation, the share of
total GDP (minus Imports/Exports) formed by each
of the variables C N E , C E , I N E and I E is obtained, for
the two-sector model. This is shown in Figure (11), and
compared with GDP (minus Imports/Exports) share of
total consumption (C) and GFCF (I).
In order to determine capital stock annual series corresponding to each economic sector (K N E and K E ) it
is necessary, first, to estimate consumption of fixed capital (CFC) corresponding to I N E and I E . This is done
by:

Where C and I correspond to consumption and
investment figures as expressed in National Accounts
(NA), while Ĉ and Iˆ correspond to consumption and investment as defined in the two-sector model approach.
The economic data used, spanning the period between 1960 and 2012, was collected mostly from the
AMECO database [5] and the Groningen Growth &
Development Center (GGDC) [17], and compared with
data from INE [23] and Bank of Portugal [11]. Data
concerning COICOP and COFOG divisions and groups
(introduced below) was mostly extracted from the Eurostat database [15]. The decomposition of NA annual
series for total consumption and total investment is performed systematically, according to the following criteria:


INE

NE

× CF C;
CF
C
=


GF CF



 CF C E =

Where CF C and GF CF are from NA. It is also
necessary to estimate an initial value for capital stock
pertaining to each sector. In this case, the initial value
corresponds to the values of K N E (1960) and K E (1960).
These are estimated by:

• Private final consumption expenditure, corresponding mostly to household final expenditure, is
decomposed by Classification of Individual Consumption according to Purpose (COICOP) divisions and groups. Within each group there are
goods and services that may be classified as nonenergy related consumption C N E (e.g. Clothing
and footwear, Education), direct useful work consumption in value terms C E (e.g. Electricity, gas
and other fuels5 ) and E-Sector investment I E (e.g.
Telephone and telefax equipment). Some groups
include different goods that may be allocated to
different variables. In these cases, the procedure
is to divide the group in equal fractions and attribute each fraction to the respective variable.


I N E (1960)


K N E (1960) =
× K(1960);



GF CF (1960)




 K E (1960) =

 NE
K (t + 1) = K N E (t) − CF C N E (t) + I N E (t);


K E (t + 1) = K E (t) − CF C E (t) + I E (t);
(16)

One interesting result that can be obtained from the
decomposition of capital stock between the two sectors
of this framework is related to the relationships between
all three input factors of production to the NE-Sector:
Useful work (B U ), Labor (L) and capital stock (K N E )
- Figure (12).

• Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF - corresponding to I) is decomposed in terms of asset
type6 . The series are allocated between NE-Sector
6 This

(15)

I E (1960)
× K(1960);
GF CF (1960)

Where K(1960) and GF CF (1960) are taken from
NA. Finally, the annual series for NE-Sector and ESector capital stocks are estimated through the perpetual inventory method:

• Final consumption expenditure of general government is decomposed by Classification of the
Functions of Government (COFOG) divisions and
groups. The aggregation is performed analogously
to private final consumption expenditure. Groups
are allocated to C N E (e.g. General public services, Defence), C E (e.g. Fuel and energy) and
I E (e.g. Street lighting).

5 The

(14)

IE
× CF C;
GF CF

price paid by households for fuels and electricity is equated to the price paid for the useful work extracted from those sources.
is done after estimating annual series for cultivated and intangible fixed assets, which are not explicitly presented in AMECO.
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Figure 11: Left graph: Percentages of GDP − (X − M ) attributed to each two-sector model defined variable: C N E , C E ,
I N E and I E . Right graph: Percentages of GDP (minus Imports/Exports) attributed to total consumption expenditure
and GFCF as defined in NA.

capital stock has no role in economic production. On
the other hand, useful work and labor inputs act as
substitutes, similarly to capital and labor inputs.
Labor inputs L are determined as total number of
hours worked, obtained by multiplying total employment in number of persons (GGDC database) by the
average hours of work per worker estimated by Amaral
(2009)[3].

4.3

The two-sector model’s variables concerning the natural
resource exergy input (B P ) and the useful work output
from the E-Sector (B U ) are addressed here. It is also
important to correctly estimate the fraction of B U used
up in the NE-Sector’s productive processes (γ), and the
fraction directly consumed by households, government
and NPISH (1 − γ).
Energy balances are obtained from International Energy Agency (IEA) databases. This data is organized
by energy carrier and institutional sectors. Energy carrier figures can be converted into the respective exergy
values through the application of the correct exergy factor7 . These exergy factors are obtained from Serrenho
et al (2013), which also provides annual time series of
total useful work consumption in Portugal, for the time
period considered here (1960-2009).

Figure 12: Relationships between input factors to the
NE-Sector: Useful work (B U ), Labor (L) and capital stock
(K N E ). Series represented normalized to the respective initial value (1960).

The variation of the ratio between useful work and
labor inputs to the NE-Sector grows approximately by
five-fold from 1960 to 2009. The variation of the ratio between capital stock attributed to the NE-Sector
and labor inputs is also very pronounced, increasing by
approximately four-fold throughout this time period.
However, the ratio between useful work inputs and
capital stock K N E remains fairly constant for whole 50year period represented here, when compared with the
other ratios. This is an indication that possibly the capital stock used as a factor of production in this sector,
and the useful work inputs used in NE-Sector production, are complementary factors. That is, the decrease
in price in one of them (e.g. useful work) results in an
increase in the demand for the other (capital K N E ).
This is not unnatural, since capital stock in production
is activated by useful work, and useful work without
7 Exergy

Energy and useful work accounts

Several energy variables will be considered throughout this work. The energy inputs to the E-Sector form
the total energy supplied to the whole economy. These
inputs, in energy terms, are associated with primary
energy supply in IEA balances (E P ). The corresponding exergy inputs (B P ) are determined through the
relevant exergy factors, for each energy carrier. Final energy/exergy consumption figures (E F and B F )
are obtained by discounting the losses pertaining to the

factor is commonly defined as the ratio of exergy over energy.
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transformation sector of the economy. These variables
are associated with annual series of total final energy
consumption plus energy industries own-uses from IEA
balances. The useful work corresponding to these final
energy/exergy values (U W ) is equivalent to the series
obtained by Serrenho et al (2013), which discount nonenergy uses when performing the conversion exergyuseful work. Finally, E-Sector useful work output (B U )
is obtained by discounting useful work allocated to energy industries own-uses. Assuming these useful work
figures correspond, in energy terms, to total final energy
consumption minus energy industries own-uses and nonenergy uses in IEA balances, they can be decomposed
according to institutional sector and useful work final
end-use in order to estimate the fractions γ (e.g. Industry) and (1 − γ) (e.g. Residential) corresponding to
NE-Sector production and direct consumption, respectively - Figure (13).
Comparing the graphs in Figure (11) (left graph)
and Figure (13) (right graph), one can see that the direct consumption of useful work by households, government and institutions has decreased throughout the 50year period presented. Direct useful work consumption
is given by, according to the two-sector model:

driver of growth within an economy, despite being measured indirectly, as a residual. One of the goals in this
section is to reduce the apparent importance of TFP
growth in economic output trends, by introducing an
energy-related variable in a growth accounting methodology for Portugal, between 1960 and 2009.
AMECO estimates TFP from data available in its
database, by using a methodology based on a CobbDouglas production function. The average output elasticity of labor (α̂L ) is assumed equivalent to the real
unit cost of labor. Capital stock elasticity is complementary of labor elasticity (α̂K = 1 − α̂L ). Several
economic trends can be identified from the TFP growth
time series obtained through this method, such as the
Portuguese post-revolutionary period in 1975 and the
joining of the EEC in 1986.
TFP can also be estimated through growth accounting, as developed by Solow [31] in 1957. This is one of
the most common macroeconomic tools, used to measure the contribution of different input factors to economic growth. The fundamental growth accounting
equation can be written, considering only capital and
labor inputs, as:

C E = pB U (1 − γ)B U ;

x = gY − αK gK − αL gL ;

(17)

Where pB U represents the relative price paid for directly consumed useful work, in respect to the price paid
for useful work used in NE-Sector production. Dividing
both sides of equation (17) by total output:
BU
CE
= pB U (1 − γ)
;
Y
Y

Where x represents the contribution of variations in
TFP to output growth. Two growth accounting scenarios are analyzed for the whole economy: GA1, which
only uses data collected from Portuguese national accounts, and GA2, which estimates total capital stock
according to the two-sector model’s assumptions (K̂).
Capital and labor shares in total income are obtained
dividing the payments to these factors of production
by GDP. Payments to labor inputs are given by compensation of employees (CE) and payments to capital
correspond to gross operating surplus (GOS). Payments
to total and sector-specific capital stock under the twosector model’s assumptions are determined according
to:

(18)

In the r.h.s. of equation (18), there are two terms
which are approximately constant, from the empirical
evidence obtained throughout this chapter: the fraction
of useful work attributed to direct consumption (1 − γ),
and the useful work intensity B U /Y 8 . Consequently,
since C E /Y decreases, the relative price pB U also decreases from 1960 to 2009. This is likely due to an
evolution in the preferences of consumers, attributing a
greater value to useful work incorporated in produced
goods and services of the NE-Sector, than useful work
directly consumed.

4.4

(19)

i=

GOS N E
GOS E
GOS
=
=
;
N
E
K
K
KE

(20)

In order to estimate the weight of different energy
inputs in TFP growth, simple linear regressions are performed for each factor of production considered in this
analysis - Table (1). These simple regressions assume
the form:

TFP and growth accounting

This section analyses the total factor productivity for
the Portuguese economy, and attempts to estimate the
explanatory power of the different inputs to production
(especially energy-related inputs) to TFP growth and
economic output growth. TFP is often seen as the real

gT F P = αi gi + τ, with i = E P , B P , E F , B F , U W ;

8BU

(21)

is not exactly equal to U W since it discounts useful work used in the E-Sector. However, the difference between the two is
minimal, and the same trends that were observed for U W still apply to B U .
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Figure 13: Left graph: Useful work consumption by institutional sector for the Portuguese economy (1960-2009). Right
graph: Shares of B U assigned to direct consumption (1 − γ) and NE-Sector production (γ).

i
EP
BP
EF
BF
UW

No. of Observations: 49
GA1
GA2
αi
R2
τ
αi
R2
0.15
0.03
0.02
0.15
0.03
(0.12)
(0.01) (0.13)
0.14
0.03
0.02
0.14
0.03
(0.12)
(0.01) (0.13)
0.41
0.12
0.01
0.42
0.12
(0.16)
(0.01) (0.17)
0.40
0.12
0.01
0.42
0.12
(0.16)
(0.01) (0.16)
0.47
0.21
0.01
0.50
0.23
(0.13)
(0.01) (0.13)

and stable behavior throughout the entire period studied. This indicates that useful work consumption is the
energy variable that best correlates with long-term economic growth for the Portuguese economy, in the last
50 years, and constitutes an argument for the inclusion
of useful work consumption as the appropriate variable
representing energy inputs in a growth model for the
Portuguese case.

τ
0.02
(0.01)
0.02
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)
0.01
(0.01)

Table 1: Simple linear regressions of gT F P with five distinct energy-related inputs, for GA1 and GA2, with Y =
C +I +(X −M ) as measured in Standard National Accounts.
The corresponding errors are represented in parenthesis.

Multiple linear regressions are also performed for total output growth, and for each growth accounting scenario, in the form:
gY = αK gK +αL gL +αi gi +τ, with i = E P , B P , E F , B F , U W ;
(22)

These multi-regressions are presented and compared
with a multiple linear regression without any energyrelated input - Table (2), in order to determine the additional explanatory power each energy variable has on
total output growth.

5

Assuming that the Portuguese economy can be described by a basic Solow growth model, further empirical analysis showed that the approximate constancy of
useful work intensity for the time period studied constitutes a more empirically robust stylized fact for the
Portuguese economy than most classically defined longterm stylized facts (Kaldor’s facts). The development
of growth models for the Portuguese economy, with energy inputs, should therefore consider a constant useful
work intensity as a relevant long-term stylized fact in
its analysis.
Further analysis using a growth accounting methodology uncovered several interesting observations.
Namely:
• Total factor productivity was the major contributor to Portuguese economic growth between 1960
and 1980, being surpassed after that period by factor contributions, especially capital accumulation.
Nevertheless, TFP variations can still account for
up to 65% of total output variations between 1960
and 2009.

Conclusions

Empirical analysis conducted for the Portuguese economy in the last 50 years using several energy consumption variables suggests that useful work consumption
is the appropriate energy consumption variable to account for economic growth. Namely, of all the energy
consumption variables considered throughout this analysis, useful work intensity in relation to output variation
is the only one exhibiting an approximately constant

• Useful work consumption is the energy consumption variable studied that best correlates with
both TFP and total output variations. Useful
work can account for up to 21% of TFP growth in
a simple linear regression and approximately 34%
in a multiple linear regression, together with the
primary factors of production labor and capital.
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i
-

αi
-

EP

0.21
(0.13)
0.20
(0.12)
0.57
(0.17)
0.57
(0.16)
0.53
(0.13)

BP
EF
BF
UW

αK
0.01
(0.31)
-0.10
(0.31)
-0.10
(0.31)
-0.37
(0.29)
-0.37
(0.29)
-0.18
(0.27)

No. of Observations: 49
GA1
αL
R2
Adj. R2
τ
0.46
0.15
0.11
0.03
(0.17)
(0.01)
0.42
0.20
0.14
0.03
(0.17)
(0.01)
0.42
0.19
0.14
0.03
(0.17)
(0.01)
0.44
0.33
0.28
0.03
(0.15)
(0.01)
0.44
0.33
0.28
0.03
(0.16)
(0.01)
0.39
0.39
0.34
0.02
(0.15)
(0.01)

αi
0.26
(0.12)
0.25
(0.12)
0.59
(0.15)
0.58
(0.15)
0.52
(0.12)

αK
-0.52
(0.28)
-0.63
(0.28)
-0.64
(0.28)
-0.73
(0.25)
-0.73
(0.25)
-0.51
(0.24)

GA2
αL
R2
0.48
0.20
(0.16)
0.41
0.28
(0.16)
0.40
0.28
(0.16)
0.40
0.42
(0.15)
0.40
0.42
(0.14)
0.38
0.44
(0.14)

Adj. R2
0.17
0.23
0.23
0.38
0.38
0.40

τ
0.05
(0.01)
0.05
(0.01)
0.05
(0.01)
0.05
(0.01)
0.05
(0.01)
0.04
(0.01)

Table 2: Multiple linear regressions of gY for GA1 and GA2 scenarios, with Y = C + I + (X − M ), as measured in Standard
National Accounts. Errors represented in parenthesis.

• An estimation on the capital stock attributed to
each sector hints at the possibility that useful
work and capital stock inputs to the NE-Sector
are complementary goods, in contrast with capital stock and labor inputs to this sector, which
are viewed as substitute goods. This is justified
by the fact that capital stock need useful work to
be activated, and useful work has no productive
value by itself in this sector.

The regression results improve with energy consumption variables closer to the productive processes, useful work being the closest.
• Multiple linear regressions performed without any
assumptions on the factor shares of capital and
labor in total payments indicate that these factors may be overpayed in the Portuguese economy,
given their apparent productivity. Capital, in particular, appears to be severely overpayed. Multiple regressions also suggest that any energy consumption variable may constitute a better measure of effective capital stock than the total capital stock variable used in this analysis.

Overall the results obtained show some support for
the motivation behind this work, which is the attribution of a more important role to energy use in economic
development trends.

The development and analysis of a two-sector abstract growth model produced interesting insights, especially in relation to Uzawa’s steady-state theorem. It
was shown that, for the two-sector framework, assuming regular growth paths for the sector-specific variables, it is possible to write total technological progress
in a purely labor-augmenting (Harrod-neutral) form.
This demonstration can be, in principle, applied to any
general multi-sector model similar to the framework
developed here.
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